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conditions, but additional energy gain of 5%–25% has been
demonstrated [4] under a variety of ground-cover scenarios
and mounting configurations. However, on the topic of
standard 1-sun power measurement, the literature is less clear,
with only a few prior discussions [5,6,7,8]. In particular, it
would be advantageous to identify the rearside irradiance
resource that occurs under the conditions assumed by IEC
60904-3. These conditions are explicitly defined as Air Mass
(AM) 1.5 spectrum, 1000 Wm-2 irradiance, over a light baresoil ground cover [9].
In this paper, we present a simulation of front and rear
irradiance under two scenarios supported by field data. We
then use the validated irradiance model to predict rear
irradiance for a single module deployed under the
aforementioned monofacial reference conditions, and conduct
sensitivity studies on the impact of deployment height and the
amount of light transmitted through the module. We finally
compare the proposed indoor single-sided measurement
method with outdoor power measurements on two different
bifacial module types. We demonstrate that the proposed
indoor methodology is consistent with outdoor measurements
for the particular modules that we tested.

Abstract — 1-sun power ratings for bifacial modules are
currently undefined. This is partly because there is no standard
definition of rear irradiance given 1000 Wm-2 on the front.
Using field measurements and simulations, we evaluate multiple
deployment scenarios for bifacial modules and provide details on
the amount of irradiance that could be expected. A simplified
case that represents a single module deployed under conditions
consistent with existing 1-sun irradiance standards leads to a
bifacial reference condition of 1000 Wm-2 G front and 130-140
Wm-2 G rear . For fielded systems of bifacial modules, G rear
magnitude and spatial uniformity will be affected by self-shade
from adjacent modules, varied ground cover, and groundclearance height.
A standard measurement procedure for bifacial modules is
also currently undefined. A proposed international standard is
under development, which provides the motivation for this work.
Here, we compare outdoor field measurements of bifacial
modules with irradiance on both sides with proposed indoor test
methods where irradiance is only applied to one side at a time.
The indoor method has multiple advantages, including
controlled and repeatable irradiance and thermal environment,
along with allowing the use of conventional single-sided flash test
equipment. The comparison results are promising, showing that
the indoor and outdoor methods agree within 1%–2% for
multiple rear-irradiance conditions and bifacial module types.

II. IRRADIANCE SIMULATION AND MODEL VALIDATION

I. INTRODUCTION

Bifacial simulations are set up with the open-source
software RADIANCE [ 10 ]. This simulation tool provides
physically realistic image rendering and illuminance mapping,
and it has been used previously for the modeling of bifacial
PV installations [ 11]. Model illumination approximates the
Perez direct and diffuse model [12], and calculates reflections
from surfaces of defined albedo and surface roughness.

Existing photovoltaic (PV) module measurements are
governed by the multiple parts of IEC 60904 [ 1 ], which
discuss indoor and outdoor measurement of PV modules. In
particular, this standard describes the reference irradiance
resource that constitutes a 1-sun Standard Test Condition
(STC) power measurement. These reference conditions and
translations are currently defined only for a monofacial
resource; rearside irradiance conditions and bifacial
measurement methods are presently undefined in the IEC
standards. A new proposal [2] intends to provide specificity
for power measurement and rating of bifacial PV modules.
The proposal is for indoor power rating of bifacial modules;
here, we compare this indoor measurement proposal with
comparable outdoor power measurements.
Bifacial cells and modules have been discussed in the past
[3] and are characterized by their ability to collect light on
both the front and rear of the cell. The energy generated by
bifacial PV modules over similar monofacial designs depends
greatly on the deployment scenario and environmental

Fig. 1: RADIANCE simulation of Array 1 for a sunny noontime
condition. G front is 844 Wm-2 and G rear is 80–90 Wm-2.
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III. IRRADIANCE MEASUREMENT AND SIMULATION RESULTS

Scenarios have been created approximating two
experimental arrays in order to validate the accuracy of the
RADIANCE simulation methodology. Rather than focus on
multiple irradiance conditions, a single sunny noontime
irradiance condition is chosen for model validation (Fig. 1).
Additional scenarios were constructed to specifically look
at proposed bifacial reference conditions. These sensitivity
studies focus on the deployment scenario of a single module
deployed over 0.21 albedo ground cover, with 1000 Wm-2
front irradiance at 37o tilt angle. The first sensitivity study
looks at the impact of ground-clearance height z whereas the
second investigates the effect of different cell spacing within
the bifacial PV module, because irradiance transmitted
through the module can increase the available backside
resource.

A. Model validation results
Measured and modeled results for Array 1 are shown in
Fig. 3 as a ratio of rearside-to-frontside irradiance at noon on
a sunny day. (Results are similar at other times of the day.) In
this array, measured and modeled rear-irradiance fraction
(G rear / G front ) falls between 0.1 and 0.14 with a slight height
dependence. For Z = 1.5 m, measured G rear is slightly low.
This discrepancy is likely due to obstructions behind the array
in the field of view of the lowest sensor, because the Z = 1 m
measurement is again in good agreement with simulation.
These measurements are similar to prior results that have
also shown relatively uniform irradiance above a height of
1 m, and rear-irradiance ratios between 0.1 and 0.15, given
ground cover of this albedo [4,6].

Array 1: Concrete reflectance 0.28
Irradiance fraction

0.18
0.16
0.14

Modeled

0.12

Measured

0.1
0.08
1.0

2.0

3.0

Z height above ground (m)

°

Fig. 2: Array 1 (left) is mounted 1 m above concrete at 40 tilt.
Array 2 (right) is a close-mount rooftop system at 10° tilt above
either beige or white roofing material. Front-facing irradiance is
measured along with rearside irradiance at 3–4 positions (circles).

Fig. 3: Measured (circle) and modeled (line) G rear /G front for Array 1

The second model validation case Array 2 has four long
rows of modules. We have investigated front and rear
irradiance along a chord from south to north along all four of
the module rows. Figure 4 shows both measured and
modeled G rear / G front . In this plot, X = 0 indicates the
southernmost (front) edge of each row.

A. Model validation arrays
Front and rear irradiance are measured over a period of
time for two different PV installations (Fig. 2). Calibrated,
crystalline silicon PV reference cells (IMT Solar Si-01TC) are
used to take the irradiance measurements with data collected
on a remote data logger every minute.
Array 1 is a pedestal-mount PV system at 40° tilt, which
matches deployment conditions consistent with IEC 60904-3.
The ground beneath the array is light concrete, measured to
have a slightly higher average reflectance (R = 0.28) than that
of the reference standard (R = 0.21). There are some objects
behind the array (inverter housing) that affect the uniformity
of rearside irradiance.
Array 2 is a rooftop system at 10° tilt mounted about 30
cm above the surface. This is a deployment scenario that
might be considered for bifacial PV modules, although the
particular modules used in this installation are monofacial.
Ground cover is beige built-up-roof material, with reflectance
R measured between 0.25 and 0.43 due to soiling. A white
EPDM material (R = 0.8) was deployed under the array
during some measurements to test the benefit of a more
reflective surface.

Irradiance fraction

Array 2: White EPDM reflectance 0.8
0.5
0.4

Row1

0.3

Row2

0.2
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0.1

Row4

0
0.0

0.2
0.4
0.6
X length along module row (m)

0.8

Fig 4: Measured (circle) and modeled G rear / G front irradiance
fraction for each of four rows in Array 2.
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Spatial uniformity reaches 5% or Class ‘B’ standard around
a 1-m deployment height, which also coincides with G rear ≈
130 Wm-2.
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Fig. 7: Modeled rear irradiance as a function of the fraction of the
light that is transmitted through the module using the conditions
from Fig. 5. Transparent space between cells has an impact on G rear
at low ground clearance.
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Fig. 6: Simulated average rear irradiance on a module deployed at
37o tilt angle over light soil (0.21 albedo) given various groundclearance values z. Nonuniformity across the module (right axis) is
reduced as z increases.
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A reference deployment scenario for specification of
standard rear irradiance is now described, consistent with [1]
and illustrated in Fig. 5—namely, a single module deployed
over light soil (0.21 albedo) ground cover, with 1000 Wm-2
front irradiance at 37o tilt angle. One factor that is not
specified by existing standards is the ground clearance z of
the bifacial module during measurement. This parameter is
adjusted in simulations, with average rear irradiance G rear and
irradiance nonuniformity shown in Fig. 6. The latter term is
defined as:

25%

Irradiance

Spatial Nonuniformity

In this case, the measured and modeled results are in
relatively good agreement. In particular, the first row has
much higher G rear than interior rows, and there is a strong
irradiance gradient from the front of the module to the back in
the first row. For interior rows, while modeled predictions are
for G rear / G front around 0.1–0.12, measured values are lower
(0.04–0.07). This may be due to angle-of-incidence losses in
the reference cells that are not reflected in the model, as well
as other model inaccuracies.
Figures 3 and 4 indicate that the magnitude and uniformity
of G rear depend greatly on the geometry of PV system
deployment, as well as ground-cover reflectance.

The result of the sensitivity simulations indicate that for a
single module deployment consistent with the monofacial
reference standard, the average value and uniformity of G rear
depends on the ground clearance z. At sufficient height z =
1 m, the spatial uniformity reaches Class ‘B’ or 5%
uniformity, and the impact of the module transparent area on
G rear is also minimized. The value of G rear under these
conditions is 130 - 140 Wm-2, depending on deployment
height and sun angle. Note that although this value may be
representative of a single module deployed under
representative STC conditions, real field deployments will
experience a range of G rear values, as shown in Figs. 3 and 4.

clearance z
Fig. 5: Single module deployment scenario representative of the IEC
60904-3 irradiance standard, namely 1000 Wm-2 front irradiance, 37o
tilt angle and light soil ground cover. Two sensitivity studies are
conducted here: ground clearance z and fraction of module
transparent area.

A second sensitivity study looks at the effect of open area
within a PV module. Under field-deployment conditions, one
would expect an increase in rear irradiance as cell spacing
increases and more light is transmitted through the module.
However, this is undesirable from a standardization
standpoint because ideally there should be a single rearirradiance test value for any module construction type.
Fortunately, as Fig. 7 indicates, with sufficient ground
clearance (e.g. z > 1 m), G rear is impacted only slightly by
module transparent area.

IV. INDOOR AND OUTDOOR STC MODULE MEASUREMENTS
Bifacial modules were measured indoors and outdoors at
STC, i.e., 1-sun front irradiance and 25°C module
temperature. Multiple rear-irradiance conditions were
considered because a standard rear-irradiance value has yet to
be agreed upon. The intent here is to establish a positive
agreement between indoor one-sided flash simulator methods
and outdoor measurements for bifacial modules. Indoor
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measurements were taken at 25°C using a Spire 5600 or FMT350 flash simulator. When measured indoors, the unilluminated side of the bifacial module is covered to limit
unintended light exposure.
Outdoor measurements were taken on an open-frame rack
with adjustable tilt and orientation, shown in Fig. 8. Four
reference cells (one front, three back) provide information on
the front and rear irradiance G front and G rear . The reference
cells have a good spectral and incidence-angle match to the
module under test, reducing errors from nearby obstructions
and ground-cover changes. A G front target close to 1000 Wm-2
was achieved by tilt and azimuth adjustment of the rack. G rear
is measured at three locations to ensure rear-irradiance
uniformity. Through fine tuning of the nearby ground cover
(as seen in Fig. 8), rear-irradiance nonuniformity of < 5% was
achieved for all measurements according to Eq. (1).

and rear irradiance, and that the I sc under bifacial illumination
is equal to the sum of the current generated from both sides of
the module, i.e., once the carriers have been generated, it
makes no difference to the module from which side the light
entered the module. This fact has been affirmed previously
[8,13] and will be further validated here.
The “bifaciality” of a solar cell is sometimes defined as the
ratio of rear efficiency to front efficiency. However, these
parameters depend on the irradiance at which efficiency is
measured, and they are further affected by module
construction type and junction-box position. As an alternative,
we define here BiFi Isc to be the ratio
BiFi Isc = I sc0,rear / I sc0,front

(2)

where I sc0,rea r and I sc0,fron t are single-sided STC short-circuit
current of the rear and front of the module, respectively. We
now define indoor bifacial irradiance equivalent G E , namely,
the single-sided indoor flash irradiance that replicates 1-sun
G f and simultaneous G rear rear irradiance:
𝐺𝐺𝐸𝐸 = 1000 Wm−2 + 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 ∙ 𝐺𝐺𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

(3)

G E is an elevated irradiance accounting for both 1-sun front
illumination plus the additional G rear illumination, moderated
by the reduced ability of the rear of the bifacial cell to
generate photocarriers. Equation (3) allows indoor singlesided flash measurements to be compared directly with field
test measurements of bifacial modules deployed under various
G rear conditions.
B. Bifacial measurement results and discussion
Two modules were measured using the indoor and outdoor
test platforms. Module A is a glass-glass module with
measured BiFi Isc = 0.91. For the outdoor deployment, six
G rear conditions between 0 and 131 Wm-2 were achieved. This
translates to indoor G E values between 1000 Wm-2 and 1119
Wm-2. Indoor measurements were taken on a Spire 5600 flash
simulator.
Module B is a framed construction module with low rearcell efficiency: BiFi Isc = 0.39. The outdoor deployment
achieved five G rear conditions between 0 and 292 Wm-2 (with
the help of R = 0.8 white roofing material). Because of the
lower BiFi Isc for Module B, a G E range similar to that for
Module A is required—between 1000 Wm-2 and 1114 Wm-2.
Indoor measurements are taken on two separate flash
simulators: Spire 5600 and FMT-350.
Measurement uncertainty in this experiment is estimated at
2% due to differences in irradiance sensors, electronic load
accuracy, and irradiance spectrum between the various
measurement platforms. Temperature and irradiance
corrections also contribute to measurement uncertainty.

Fig. 8: Outdoor bifacial module measurement configuration,
showing three rear-facing reference cells (circled) and dark ground
cover to reduce the G rear gradient.

During winter conditions, outdoor module temperatures of
25°C were achieved, as measured by back-of-module
thermocouples. Warmer ambient conditions required
temperature correction to 25°C using known β Pmp coefficients.
Module current-voltage (IV) curves were collected under
several G rear conditions using a custom electronic load. The
magnitude of G rear varies naturally with the time of day and
orientation of the rack. High values of G rear were achieved by
deploying a high-reflectance (R = 0.8) white EPDM material
behind the rack, still maintaining irradiance spatial
nonuniformity < 5%. Conversely, low values of G rear ≈ 0
were achieved by covering the back of the module with a
black opaque blanket during measurement.
A. Indoor bifacial equivalent irradiance G E
The equivalence of indoor one-sided test methods with
outdoor measurements rests on the assumption that the shortcircuit current (I sc ) of the module varies linearly with front
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It is interesting that a wide range of G rear values were
achieved by the outdoor test platform. Measurements over
concrete ground cover (R = 0.28) varied from G rear = 62 Wm2
to G rear = 131 Wm-2 depending on tilt angle and the visible
extent of ground cover to the rear of the module. Substitution
of a high R = 0.8 ground cover increased the measured G rear
range from 226 Wm-2 to 292 Wm-2. This highlights the fact
that while we may be able to identify a rear-irradiance
magnitude and uniformity for use in a 1-sun standard, real-life
deployments of bifacial modules can expect to see a variety of
G rear conditions.
V. CONCLUSIONS
A ray-tracing simulation model was described and
benchmarked against measurements from several PV field
deployments. Conditions consistent with the IEC 60904-3
monofacial irradiance standard were recreated, and the rear
irradiance simulated for a proposed bifacial reference
condition, namely a single module deployed at 1-m height
over 0.21 albedo (light soil) ground cover with 1000 Wm-2
front irradiance. Sensitivity analysis shows that for modules
with a range of transparent area between cells and a height of
at least 1 m above the ground, this configuration results in
G rear = 130 - 140 Wm-2. For fielded bifacial systems, a range
of G rear values will be more realistic, depending on groundsurface albedo and rack spacing.
Comparison of outdoor bifacial field measurements with a
proposed one-sided indoor test method yielded positive
results. Two bifacial module types were considered,
representing a range of construction types and efficiency
characteristics. In both cases, indoor and outdoor methods
agreed within 1%–2%, indicating that the proposed singlesided indoor test methodology can faithfully characterize
bifacial modules with the use of conventional laboratory and
production-line measurement equipment.

Fig. 9: Module A indoor and outdoor module power normalized by
front-only P mp0 . Module A BiFi Isc = 0.91

Fig. 10: Module B indoor and outdoor power normalized by frontonly P mp0 . Module B BiFi Isc = 0.39. Two indoor flash simulators are
used (Spire 5600 and FMT-350) showing 2% relative difference
mainly in I sc .
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Results are shown in Figs. 9 and 10 for Modules A and B,
respectively. For these plots, measured power values are
normalized by front-only STC power: dPmax = P mp / P mp0 .
Good agreement exists between outdoor simultaneous
illumination and indoor one-sided measurement, within 1%
for module A and within our 2% margin of error for Module
B. In the case of Module B, where two indoor simulator
platforms were used, the outdoor measurements are bounded
by the results of these two platforms, which displayed a
consistent 2% difference. The difference in indoor platforms
was due mainly to discrepancy in measured I sc , which is often
attributed to differences in irradiance reference device, as well
as differences in spatial uniformity or spectral mismatch of
the test platforms.
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